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Logbook

Title:

● WHICH BEVERAGE STAINS YOUR TEETH THE MOST

Statement of the Problem:

● What is the problem in this experiment?The problem in this experiment is that which beverage

stains the egg (teeth) the most.I am interested in this experiment  why I want to do this experiment

is because I really like  to drink coke and tea and I want to see which could stain your teeth (egg)

the most.How I think this information will help others by knowing how much drink they can drink

before it stains your teeth.

Objective:

● .Which beverages stain your teeth? The objective of this experiment is to see the effects of

beverages on teeth (eggs)

Hypothesis:

● I hypothesized that coca-cola would stain your teeth more than tea and coffee because it is acidic and has

caramel coloring  . There is some research that has been done on at this website
https://www.webmd.com/oral-health/features/foods-stain-teeth-feature that coca-cola would stain your
teeth (eggs)  because they is more acidic than other beverages I am going to use in my experiment.

Materials:

● 1 liter cola soda
● 1 liter of black coffee
● 1 liter of sweet tea
● 2 dozen white medium eggs
● 7 plastic cups clear cups (6 oz )
● computer

https://www.webmd.com/oral-health/features/foods-stain-teeth-feature
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● science fair logbook
● 1 Sharpie
● 1 Notepad
● 1 Soft Pencil
● 2 Rags
● 1 phone clock
● teeth whitening color chart for color measurement
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Dependent and Independent  Variable:

● Independent- changing beverages
● Dependent- same time same temperature data
● Control - used water for control and same amount of beverage in each cup

● Procedure:

Gather all materials

● 1 liter of coke
● 1 liter of Arizona sweet tea
● 1 liter of black coffee
● 24 (9oz) plastic cups
● Sharpie
● 2 dozen eggs
● clock
● Rags
● Pencil
● Notepad
● Science fair logbook
● Computer

1. Grab 24 (9 oz) plastic cups
Mark the cups with the name of beverage and letter with a sharpie. Example Co�ee A, B, C, D, E, F, G.  You will
need to have 8 cups total per drink 1 for the control and 7 for the drink.

Fill 7 cups with 7 oz of coke.

Fill 7 cups with 7 oz of Arizona sweet tea

Fill 7 cups  with 7 oz 0f black co�ee

Fill 3 cups with 7 oz of plain water.

Place one egg in each of the cups and leave to sit overnight.

After the 24 hours gently remove each egg and grade the stain using a teeth whitening chart.

Log all notes on your log book.
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Results:

● My hypothesis was that coke stained teeth more than black coffee and sweet tea.  Based on the results
I was correct.  Coke did stain the most than Black coffee, and  Arizona sweet tea.

Trials Water(control) Black Coffee Sweet Tea Coke

T 1 1 13 14 17

T2 1 5 14 17

T3 1 11 15 17

T4 1 13 15 17

T5 1 12 15 17

T6 1 12 18 18

T7 1 10 17 17

AVG 1 67.4 93.4 105.4

●

Conclusion:
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1.  In this experiment I hypothesized that coca-cola would stain your teeth more than tea and coffee

because it is acidic and has caramel coloring .

2. My hypothesis was correct because coke stains more than sweet tea,and black coffee. Out of all of
the eggs that were soaked in these three beverages, coke did the most damage.

3. I hypothesized that coke would stain teeth the most and my hypothesis was correct that coke stains
the egg the most.My results were that black coffee was the one that was stained the least.

4. What I learned from this lab is that coke was the one to stain your teeth while sweet tea stained
the eggs but not more than coke and coffee was the one to stain the least.

5. What I would do differently in this lab is have the beverage soak longer for 48 hours and use more
beverages.

▪ . I would change this experiment  by having more beverages and seeing  if temperature

affects it at all if I ever do this experiment again.

▪ How I would make it more precise is by  making sure I had the correct amount of beverage

for each cup.To make sure it was correct and there were no added variables.

▪ A  larger sample size would make it more accurate on the sample size like doing ten cups

for each beverage .

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings

Water                      Black Coffee              Sweet Tea                   Coke
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Black Coffee with Control in Center                                    Arizona Sweet Tea with Control in
Center

Coke with Control in Center
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Which Beverage Stains The Most

The focus of this experiment is on which beverage stains your teeth the most. The

problem that was investigated was; which beverage stains your teeth the most.I hypothesized that

Coca-Cola would stain your teeth more than tea and coffee because it is acidic and has caramel

coloring.This topic is important because you can know how long it takes to stain your teeth and

make it lose its cementum ,pulp ,dentin, and enamel that your teeth are made out of. Knowing

which one stains your teeth could help prevent you from drinking it as much as you would have

if you didn't know.So it prevents you from knowing that it also destroys your teeth then your

teeth will grow weaker.

Method

The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment.The question that was asked

for this science experiment was:what is the effect on beverages on teeth.I hypothesized that

coca-cola would stain your teeth the most because research states that coke would stain the most

because it has a lot of acid in the soda.

Materials

There were several materials used to conduct this experiment.You will need 1 liter of

coke for the egg to soak in.You will need 1 liter of gold peak sweet tea to soak the egg in.You

will need 1 liter of black coffee to soak the egg in.You will need 24 (9oz )cups to put the egg to

soak in the soda.You will need a sharpie to write the beverage you have filled it in with the

cup.You will need 12 dozen eggs to test the eggs again and again to make sure your result is

correct.A phone to time 24 hours to take the eggs out of the cup.You will need rags if you spilled
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any of the drinks.You will need a soft pencil and a notepad to keep data on which one is stained

the most.You will need a computer to put the data in your science fair logbook.

Procedures

The scientific method was followed while conducting this experiment. To begin,all

materials needed were gathered.Write in your notepad on what you marked your cup by.Grab the

40 9 oz bag of  cups and write on how they will be marked.You will need to fill seven cups with

coke,then seven cups with sweet tea,then 3 cups with water..Then you let them soak in the

beverage for 24 hours.Then you get a teeth color measurement and see how much it stained.

Results

The experiment produced results.They are as follows. The results show a average for

water was 1 for black coffee was 67.4 for sweet tea it was 93.4 and coke was 105.4 for their

averages Coke was going to stain the most because coke is more acidic than any other beverage I

had for my project. I did seven trails of the three beverages that I used for my experiment.

Discussion

There is much information on the topic of which beverage stains your teeth.Christopher

S. Vargas' project is which beverage stains more,green Tea, coffee, Tea, Chocolate, Pepsi, Grape

Juice, Cranberry juice, or Tang stain teeth the most. Grape juice was the  one that stains the egg

the most.He now knows that grape juice would stain the egg and the teeth the most.

(http://blog.deltadentalmn.org)

On the first day of testing their experiment the egg that was coke was stained, coffee was

the most staind so far tea was the one that had least of the stains . On the second day coffee had

http://blog.deltadentalmn.org
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the darkest stain on the coke or tea.On the third day coffee still was the one stained the darkest

that tea and coffee. Coffee was the one that was stained the most. (http://prezi.com)

On the first day of testing their experiment the egg that was coke was stained, coffee was

the most staind so far tea was the one that had least of the stains . On the second day coffee had

the darkest stain on the coke or tea.On the third day coffee still was the one stain

ed the darkest that tea and coffee. Coffee was the one that was stained the

most.(https://prezi.com)

Two Facts:
He soaked them for six days
He wanted to see if temperature messes up the staining.
Source Citation:http:http:(blog deltadentalmn.org)

According to Deltadentalmn, they said grape juice stains the most.

Conclusion and Future Study
For this experiment,my hypothesis was supported. One reason why my science experiment was a
success is because I made sure that the drink was filled at the same measurement as the others,
made sure I didn't put the same drink in the cup twice, see if temperatures affect staining at
all,and a larger sample size as 10 cups.

http://prezi.com
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Appendix

Trials Water(control) Black Coffee Sweet Tea Coke

T 1 1 13 14 17

T2 1 5 14 17

T3 1 11 15 17

T4 1 13 15 17

T5 1 12 15 17

T6 1 12 18 18

T7 1 10 17 17

AVG 1 67.4 93.4 105.4

http://csef.usc.edu/History/2004/Projects/J0519.pdf
http://blog.deltadentalmn.org/which-is-better-for-your-teeth-tea-or-coffee
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